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ABSTRACT
This article analyses the leadership of Ngugi Wa Thiong'o and Ken Saro Wiwa in the protection of indigenous communities’ land rights in Kenya and Nigeria respectively. It uses a case study and ‘leadership as process’ approach to focus on events and actions by Ngugi and Saro Wiwa, alongside the Kamiriithu and Ogoni communities in 1976 – 1982 and 1990 - 1995, respectively. In the case of Kenya, the Kamiriithu community did not attain their land rights and other freedoms following the Ngugi-led activism. Instead, the Kenyan government turned to further repression of individual and collective rights. In Nigeria, Saro-Wiwa was hanged after a trial marred with irregularities. However, oil exploitation activities on land belonging to the Ogoni ceased. There has been progress in holding Shell legally accountable for environmental degradation and a study on the extent of damage done to the ecology has been undertaken. Both writers, despite different outcomes to their activism, played leadership roles in their communities’ struggle for land rights. Their creative writing abilities and achievements played a role in their emergence as leaders and strategies for leadership.

Introduction
This article sets out to identify the leadership role that writers play in the assertion and protection of the indigenous people’s rights over land as a natural resource. Two questions, guide the investigation, namely: how do creative writers emerge to lead indigenous communities and what are the results of their exercise of leadership? The paper looks at the two peculiar but related cases to understand the leadership role of creative writers in defending indigenous people’s land rights. It considers the strategies adopted in each case and the outcomes of the leadership processes in each, including responses by the respective governments.

Chronologies of events and actions are built through the analysis of autobiographical and biographical texts by Ngugi wa Thiong'o and Ken Saro Wiwa. Other texts are referenced, to corroborate claims and accounts made by the subjects of the study. After establishing the facts, the study imposes the process based leadership perspective to yield insights into: the emergence of Ngugi Wa Thiong'o and Ken Saro Wiwa as leaders, the strategies they adopted in exercising leadership, the responses by their respective states to their activism.
and the outcomes of the two leadership processes. In each case, the scope of the study is limited to a particular time period. The Ngugi case is limited to the 1976-1982 period, when he was part of the Kamiriithu community centre’s literacy and theatre projects. Similarly, the study limits its interest in the Saro Wiwa case to 1990-1995 when he contributed to the formation and activities of the Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP).

Existing work, specific to the role of African creative writers in society has concentrated on their intervention in and commentary on the politics of their countries and the consequences that have followed. Some studies have considered the political content of writers’ literary work. The effects of governance on African writers’ cultural practice have also received a lot of scholarly attention. To this body of work, this article adds a leadership approach to writers’ interventions in politics, considering their actions through the lens of the exchange of influence between followers and leaders. This is a departure from scholarship that focuses on their individual capacities and actions, through the lens of person and position. The article contextualises Saro Wiwa and Ngugi’s actions as constituents, in a process that involves other leaders, followers and actors. This forms part of the scholarly groundwork for future multi-disciplinary research about the role of creative writers in society, in a leadership perspective.

The article also contributes to the scholarship on natural resource management in Africa. Much of the existing work takes an economics approach. Abiodun Alao’s work connects governance, natural resources and conflict in Africa. He categorises land as a natural resource and argues that indigenous communities in most cases seek to protect their interest in land, rather than the mineral or oil resources found on or beneath it. The Alao thesis identifies several aspects to
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the nexus between land governance and conflicts in Africa, namely: land scarcity, contradictory legacies of plural land tenure systems emanating from pre-colonial, colonial and post-independence historical realities, boundary disputes by communities and their own states, land-tenant conflicts, contested land regulatory policies and the competition between the local claim by indigenous peoples over natural resources and the national claim over the same, among others.8

Cyril Obi argues that one of the causes of the Ogoni crisis of the early 1990s was the issue of natural land scarcity arising from environmental degradation.9 In Kamiriithu, like elsewhere in Kenya, the issue of forced migration and land acquisition by elites cooperating with international interests was endemic.10 The land regulatory policies adopted by post-independence governments in both Kenya and Nigeria allow the national government to compulsorily acquire land on the basis of over-riding public interest, which leads to conflicts in some areas. Examples of the immediate reasons for conflict include the non-payment of compensation for land compulsorily acquired and government led evictions of indigenous people from ancestral land.11 Both Nigeria and Kenya were British colonies and inherited Western legal tenure systems at independence leading to a pluralistic land management legal regime.12

Kenya was however a settler economy, compared to Nigeria, raising specific challenges. On its part, Nigeria became an extractive colony when oil was discovered, which also raises peculiar challenges. These can be seen from one of the core concerns by MOSOP regarding the demarcation of boundaries, which disadvantage them against other ethnic groups. The Ogoni struggle also lies within the land boundary disputes category.13 Alao states that the Ogoni story, demonstrates the 'role of enigmatic leadership in the struggle for recognition of minority rights'.14 This article picks cue from Alao’s identification of the leadership aspect to natural resource governance. Saro Wiwa's literary abilities and achievements provide a point of convergence between the Ogoni case and the Kamiriithu case in a context of indigenous people’s struggles for land rights.

The article is structured into five sections. The next section lays out the leadership conceptual framework that is employed in the study, referencing
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work by Olonisakin, Grint, Galtung, French and Raven, Northhouse, Pierce and Newstrom, and Albert Murphy among others. The third section analyses the leadership process of Kamiriithu community's struggle for land rights. The fourth section turns to Nigeria, and analyses the 1990s Ogoni crisis through a leadership framework. The last part presents preliminary conclusions, presented as assumptions for further inquiry in future research.

**Leadership as a conceptual framework**

Keith Grint has summarised the many perspectives to leadership into four categories, namely: person, position, results and process-based leadership. Person-based leadership views individuals as the providers of leadership based on their traits and personalities. Position-based leadership considers office-bearers as deriving their leadership from their mandates. Results-based leadership ignores both the personality and position, to look at the outcome, to determine leadership. Process-based leadership on the other hand looks at leadership as a continuous interaction between the led and the leaders while seeking to attain a mutual purpose. Process-based leadership is not determined by particular traits, nor does it vest in an office designation. It is not merely about the attainment of results, but the course of attaining the results. Leadership is the journey than the destination. Whereas the previous three dimensions focus on the leaders, process-based approach focusses on ‘leadership’. This study follows the fourth perspective in approaching leadership as a process.

Peter G Northouse defines leadership as a process whereby an individual influences and is influenced by a group of individuals to achieve a common goal. The process-based approach to leadership provides an opportunity to interrogate how leaders gain influence, how followers respond to it, and how this leads to attaining the set group objectives. Looking at leadership as a process enables us to see the ways in which followers and leaders affect each other.
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Achievement of the set mission is not credited to an individual but to both followers and leaders, because it is a result of their interaction.

Influence is at the intersection between leaders and followers. Leadership is primarily about influence. To lead is to influence others. To follow is to be influenced. Those who aspire to lead in specific situations and contexts assert influence, which is in turn accepted by followers. Followers exercise agency by accepting the influence. When a number of individuals assert influence, it can be accepted or rejected. In opting for one idea over another, followers exchange influence over who emerges as the leader and subsequently the strategies the group adopts to achieve their common goal. The existence of a shared objective between the followers and their leader/s is a necessary element for a leadership process. This objective emerges from a context, and a particular situation. A leader in a specific situation can indeed become irrelevant in the face of changed circumstances. A study of leadership is thus a study of the movement of influence in specific situations. From the context, a situational approach analyses the immediate circumstances that inform the emergence of individual X as a leader and their acceptance by followers.

Power and Influence

Northouse suggests two broad types of leadership, namely assigned and emergent leadership. He defines assigned leadership as that which derives from one’s designated position in an organisation, or a different setting. Emergent leadership on the other hand, is the relationship that develops between certain individuals in a setting and other members of the group. Northouse’s distinction between assigned and emergent leadership illustrates the centrality of influence to leadership.

Assigned leadership can be compared to Grint’s person and position dimensions to leadership. It takes for granted the fact that the leader already has influence over followers while emergent leadership focusses on how one gains and asserts influence and how it is received by followers. Emergent leadership is thus analogous to process-based leadership. Assigned leadership is however not necessarily in conflict with emergent leadership. It is the source of leadership that differs. Assigned leaders gain their influence and positions before a situation onto which they impose their leadership. They pre-exist the situation. Emergent leaders come after the situation. The situation pre-exists the leaders. Leaders emerge following the dynamics involved in handling the situation.
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From an emergent leadership perspective, an assigned leader may rise as a leader in a given situation. Because the starting point is the situation, rather than the designations of individuals in a group, emergent leaders do not have to always be the assigned leaders. It is possible for an ordinary member of a group, without a formal designated position to emerge as a leader because of their influence on the group. But sometimes, assigned leaders can also become emergent leaders simultaneously.

The centrality of Influence to leadership can’t be overemphasised. Scientifically, influence can be understood through a study of power dynamics in a group. Power can be defined as the ability to affect others. Northouse identifies two major kinds of power, namely: personal and position power. He connects position power to assigned leadership, deriving from the designations individuals hold in groups. Personal power on the other hand, is based on the personality and skills an individual has. One may be able to affect others because of the position they hold, while another affects others because of who they are, or how they are perceived. Northouse adds that followers grant their leaders this power because they believe that they have something of value. They allow themselves to be affected.

French and Raven on their hand, outline five bases of social power. These include: referent, expert, legitimate, reward and coercive power. Referent power is the ability to affect others because they are attracted to the powerful. Expert power on its part derives from one’s skill and know-how. On the other hand, legitimate power is based on the mandate one has, which gives them authority over others. Reward power on its part derives from one’s ability to provide incentives to those who are affected by their actions. Lastly, coercive power is the ability to influence others through the threat of and / or punishment.

What Northouse calls position power includes legitimate, reward and coercive power. To an extent, it is tied to the position one holds that comes with the authority to direct, reward and punish. Personal power on the other hand includes expert and referent power. It is independent of one’s position or lack
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thereof. It is tied to one's person. The use of coercion is understood as a lack of leadership, in the process-based approach. Individuals who use coercion do so, pursuant to selfish interests than a mutual purpose with followers.34 Where followers share interest in the group endeavour, it is unnecessary to coerce them.

To understand the emergence of leaders in the two case studies, this research uses French and Raven's theorisation of power to trace the movement of influence between followers and leaders in the chosen contexts and situations. What forms of power lead to the emergence of leaders in various stages of the crises under investigation?

**Leadership Effectiveness and Outcomes**

Change in behaviour, Galtung writes, is a result of influencing attitudes in a given context.35 New circumstances emerge from the exchange of influence between leaders and followers in a situation in a given context. Whether the change that emerges is desirable or undesirable is irrelevant. Understanding the effectiveness of, or lack thereof, leadership is a value-neutral exercise. A group's leadership process is effective when they attain their mutual purpose and is ineffective when they do not. Ideally, given the thematic occupations of this article, an effective leadership process is where the indigenous communities in question attain their land rights and justice.

Modifying the analytical framework proposed by Olonisakin in 'Re-Conceptualising Leadership for Effective Peacemaking and Human Security in Africa,' Strategic Review for Southern Africa, Vol 37, No 1, the article uses a three-layered analysis to study the leadership processes of the Ogoni crisis from 1990 to 1995 and the Kamiriithu experience from 1976 to 1982. The first layer is the location of the case study in a specific historical and thematic context and a chronological study of the specific situation. The second layer focusses on the interactions in the two communities to identify the points at which the subjects emerge as leaders and how they exchange influence throughout the select periods. Finally, the outcomes of the processes are outlined.

**Ngugi wa Thiong'o and the Kamirithu Community**

There is a wide range of scholarship about the Kamiriithu experience and Ngugi’s work as an activist. Ngugi himself has theorised about his experience as a
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struggle for public space in Kenya.\textsuperscript{36} He has also analysed the Kamiriithu experience through the Marxist class analysis of imperial capitalism.\textsuperscript{37} He cites the period as the reason for his resolve to write in his mother tongue.\textsuperscript{38} While recognising all these perspectives, the land dimension to the Kamiriithu theatre activities of the 1976-1982 period merits study.

In Alao’s analysis of the nexus between land governance and conflict, indigenous people in Kenya suffer from artificial scarcity of land, due to forced migration and displacement as well as land acquisition schemes by the inheritance elite in cohorts with international capital.\textsuperscript{39} Kenya at independence maintained the colonial land tenure system that privileges land ownership practices introduced alongside exploitative colonial regimes.\textsuperscript{40} The country also has a problem of contested landlord-tenant relationships.\textsuperscript{41} In Kenya, the central government has legal authority to compulsorily acquire land on the basis of overriding public interest.\textsuperscript{42} Government sponsored evictions of indigenous people from their land are commonplace in Kenyan history, from the early days of British colonialism to successive post-independence regimes.\textsuperscript{43}

Looking at the Kamiriithu production of \textit{Ngaahika Ndeenda} from the perspective of indigenous people fighting for land rights puts the 1976 – 1982 crisis in the context of Kenya’s national land question. Kamiriithu as a village is evidence of the forced displacement of indigenous Kenyans during the colonial regime. Kamiriithu village was created in 1952 as a measure by the colonial government to deal with the Kenya Land and Freedom Army (KLFA), also known as mau.\textsuperscript{44} The name Kamiriithu is derived from ‘miriithu’, which means a pool of water, resistant to drought.\textsuperscript{45} Lands near the village were forcibly acquired by British settlers in the 1920s, who constructed a railway to separate the stolen lands from Kamiriithu. Ngugi’s family were forcibly settled in Kamiriithu in 1955, after the destruction of their ancestral village by the British colonial government.\textsuperscript{46}
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Kamiriithu thus joined other many new emergency villages set up to isolate the Mau Mau fighters from the indigenous people.

Kamiriithu was later turned into a permanent village in 1957 through land consolidation policies and the enclosure system, aimed at providing land to an African middle class, and creating reservoirs for African cheap labour. In this newly planned Kamiriithu, four acres of land were identified for a youth centre. A mud-barrack structure was constructed but later isolated in 1974 when the Limuru Area Council was disbanded. Life returned to the centre in 1976 when the University of Nairobi Traveling Theatre staged some plays, including *The Trial of Dedan Kimathi* on the grounds of the centre. Given this background, land was bound to emerge as a core concern in Kamiriithu when the KCECC engaged in theatre activities. *Ngaahika Ndeenda*, written and produced by the Kamiriithu community can be read as a peasant commentary on land injustice in post-independence Kenya.

At the core of the play, is Kiguunda's (a peasant character) title deed, which is lost, through trickery to Ahab wa Kioi, a member of the neo-colonial landed inheritance elite class. The play contains several flash backs to the periods in Kenyan history in which the indigenous people lost their land to colonial settlers and to the resistance of colonial injustice by Mau Mau. The play also shows how the post-independence legal system is used by the inheritance elite to rob peasants of their land. Kiguunda stands no chance in the 'formal' court of law against Ahab wa Kioi, who is not only powerful, but also benefits from the inherent injustice of the country's land law against indigenous people.

*Kamiriithu will marry when they want*

A village woman one Sunday morning came to the home of Professor Ngugi wa Thiong'o in Kamiriithu village and asked him if he could assist in teaching at the village youth centre. After three other times, consecutively asking the same question. For her insistence, and as a follow up to his avowed focus in revolutionary theatre, following the writing of *The Trial of Dedan Kimathi*, with
Micere Mugo, Ngugi accepted the challenge. He joined the new management committee for Kamiriithu youth centre, comprising of concerned villagers, among them peasant farmers and lower rank workers. The committee changed the centre’s name to Kamiriithu Community Educational and Cultural Centre (KCECC) to represent a new ambitious vision. Ngugi was elected as chairman of the centre’s cultural committee and Ngugi wa Mirii, also from the University of Nairobi, the chairman of the education committee.

In December 1976, the two Ngugis were asked to produce a working script for a drama project for KCECC. The outline of a working script for *Ngaahika Ndeenda* was presented to the membership in April 1977 who discussed it and contributed new aspects. On June 5, 1977, rehearsals and reading of the final script started. The KCECC membership built an open air theatre with an open auditorium and a closed dressing room. On October 2, 1977, the first show was staged at the new Kamiriithu open air theatre. The date was symbolic, as 25 years earlier, it had been on the same date that the Mau Mau started armed rebellion against British imperialism. The process of producing *Ngaahika Ndeenda* was participatory and involved the exchange of influence. The educated and uneducated mutually influenced each other to achieve a common goal. Ngugi writes:

> I learnt a lot. I had been delegated to the role of a messenger and a porter running errands here and there. But I also had time to observe things. I saw how the people had appropriated the text, improving on the language and episodes and metaphors, so that the play which was finally put on to a fee-paying audience on Sunday October 2 1977, was a far cry from the tentative awkward efforts originally put together by Ngugi and myself. I felt one with the people. I shared in their rediscovery of their collective strength and abilities, and in their joyous feeling that they could accomplish anything – even transform the whole village and their lives without a single Harambee of charity – and I could feel the way the actors were communicating their joyous sense of a new power to their audience who too went home with gladdened hearts.

Throughout the process of re-organising the KCECC and executing the *Ngaahika Ndeenda* project, Ngugi combined both emergent and assigned leadership. He emerged as a leader at the point when he accepted the challenge the village woman put before him, to teach at the youth centre. In the given situation, of the
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need for emancipation of the village, he asserted influence, which was accepted by his election to the KCECC management committee, and later as the head of the cultural committee. At that point, his emergent leadership turned into assigned leadership. Even if he was already an assigned leader as chair of the cultural committee, when Ngugi was asked to draft the script outline with Wa Mirii, he emerged again as a leader given his specific skills-set to execute the task at hand. In taking on the task to write the play script outline, Ngugi’s assigned leadership met emergent leadership.

Throughout the process of reading the play, discussing the draft, auditions, construction of the open air theatre, rehearsals and eventual production, Ngugi as leader (both assigned and emergent) was able to connect with followers. He was able to express a ‘revolutionary spirit’ by being part of the revolution. He learnt a lot from the villagers who participated, which shows the exchange of influence between him and his followers. In using theatre as a tool for political intervention, collectively, Ngugi and the KCECC membership partook in a leadership process.

At the beginning of 1976, as a famous professor from the village, who at this point had written a total of eight books, Ngugi has referent power over the villagers that led to the woman’s request. He was also teaching at the University of Nairobi, at the time, adding to his appeal as an intellectual. With his colleagues from the university who were also involved in KCECC, Ngugi had expert power, as well. He was specifically asked to head the cultural committee because of his cultural expertise as a playwright. He was also asked, alongside Wa Mirii to write the draft script outline because of the same expert power. Other intellectuals in the KCECC, like Dr. Kimani Gecau were also asked to play roles, aligned with their expert power. Gecau was the director for Ngaahika Ndeenda. Having been elected and appointed to various positions, Ngugi, Wa Mirii and Gecau also had legitimate power in the group.

Despite the various forms of power possessed by the intellectuals in KCECC, the followers were central to the direction the group took. It was a suggestion of the members that the group undertake theatre activities. The followers exercised influence in deciding what they wanted to do, which met with the required skills-set from the intellectuals, formed a mutual purpose. The KCECC’s new theatre
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programme, supplementing the existing literacy one is an example of the mutuality between the followers and leaders of the group. The construction of the open air theatre on the centre’s four acres of space, with an auditorium and raised stage in 1977, further illustrates the exchange of influence between the followers and the leaders. At a personal level, the process of producing *Ngaahika Ndeenda* influenced Ngugi’s later trajectory as a writer. It was the turning point as regards his choice later, to write creatively only in his indigenous language.

Ngugi and other intellectuals involved in the Kamiriithu project were also followers in a way. It was from the peasants that the professors learnt history, language and life they had no access to. The educated young also shared the skills acquired through Western instruction. Villagers also contributed to the production of the play by sharing their real life experiences of forceful displacement during colonial and post-independence times. The audiences who came to watch the rehearsals and the final production contributed comments that enriched the performance. Through this exchange of influence, addressing land injustice emerged as a mutual purpose of the project, organically through a participatory process.

The play opened for the public on October 2, 1977. The play’s sequence starts with the reason for Ahab wa Kioi’s visit to a peasant, Kiguunda’s homestead and explores the period of Mau Mau armed struggle against imperialism, through independence, and returns to the purpose of the elite land lord’s visit. It was a success. Thousands of peasants and workers, from Kamiriithu and beyond came to watch the play. It changed the zeitgeist as people began to call themselves by the names of the characters of the play, and to identify people in the village who played the roles of the neo-colonial elite class. The play’s success can among other reasons be attributed to the fact that the play articulated the land grievances of the peasant and working class of Kamiriithu and beyond.

Ngugi emerged as a leader, alongside Wa Miiri, Gecau, for the specific skills they brought to bear in the group, were granted position power through election and assignment of tasks and had referent power because of their status as intellectuals. They held positions but also had personal power. These forms of
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power enabled them to influence the villagers, who in turn accepted this influence and contributed ideas and physical efforts that led to the coalescence of a mutual purpose of the group. Land emerged as a core issue from the script outline written by Ngugi and Wa Miiri and the additions to it made by the peasants. Through theatre, the KCECC articulated their grievances over land. Ngugi references Augusto Boal’s theatre of the oppressed as having inspired them. The theatre of the oppressed is about people using theatre to change their lives. The influence of the KCECC as a group extended beyond Kamiriithu. Other villages in other parts of the country were inspired to engage in cultural production after Ngaahika Ndeenda, for example the Vihiga Cultural Festival in Western Kenya, Gikaambura village in Kikuyu and another one in Kanyaariri.

Table 1: Power and Influence Analysis: KCECC Case

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity/Power Base</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Referent</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Legitimate</th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>Coercive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Village woman asks Ngugi to teach at youth centre</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ngugi joins Kamiriithu youth centre management</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ngugis appointed as chairs of KCECC sub committees</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ngugis research and write script for the play outline</td>
<td>1977</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimani Gecau directs the play production</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communal building of the open air theatre</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group preparation and performance of the play</td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: X – absent   Y – Present

The state response to Kamiriithu theatre activities

Ngaahika Ndeenda showed for a few weeks and on 16 November 1977, the KCECC’s license to stage the play was withdrawn by the state in the interest of public security. The play itself was banned the next day. On 31, December,
1977, Ngugi was detained at Kamiti maximum prison.\textsuperscript{74} He spent one year in illegal detention. When he was released, he found out that he had been stripped of his university teaching job at the University of Nairobi.\textsuperscript{75} Meanwhile, the KCECC was re-grouping to stage a new play Ngugi had written, titled \textit{Mother, Sing for Me}. The play was set in the early colonial decades (1920s) and revolved around forcible displacement of indigenous communities from land. The group was denied access to the national theatre.\textsuperscript{76} Even when the group shifted to the University of Nairobi for rehearsals, which were watched by an estimate of 10,000 people, they were followed and stopped by the state on February 25, 1982.

On March 11, the same year, Kamiriithu Community Education and Cultural Centre and all theatre activities were banned in Kamiriithu. The next day, truckloads of armed police razed the Kamiriithu open air theatre to the ground.\textsuperscript{77} The destruction of Kamiriithu’s open air theatre was televised to the nation.\textsuperscript{78} The Moi regime engaged in increased repression after \textit{Ngaahika Ndeenda}.\textsuperscript{79} In 1982, the core of the KCECC intellectual leadership all left Kenya.\textsuperscript{80} Ngugi wa Thiong’o sought asylum in the UK.\textsuperscript{81} Ngugi wa Miiri and Kimani Gecau fled to Zimbabwe.\textsuperscript{82}

The separation between leaders and their followers greatly affected the group dynamics and leadership process of Kamiriithu. The exchange of influence was impossible across distance and time. \textit{Ngaahika Ndeenda} had been powerful because of its effectiveness in engaging the residents of Kamiriithu. \textit{The Trial of Dedan Kimathi}, for example despite its content being related to that of \textit{Ngaahika Ndeenda}, was written in English and without direct peasant contribution and did not attain the same level of influence.\textsuperscript{83}

Further, the KCECC limited its land activism to theatre, which worked against them in the long run. Limiting the focus of the group to cultural production affected their ability to attain land justice. Given the change in circumstances, the KCECC as a group, and Ngugi as one of the leaders did not respond accordingly to the new situation of state repression. Ngugi’s focus on artistic production shone
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on the entire group as he led them onto another theatre project after his release from prison. In any case, the initiation and writing of *Mother, Sing for Me*, was not as participatory as that of *Ngaahika Ndeenda*. The move to the national theatre, also alienated the play from its immediate context. Worse still, Ngugi’s one year detention had given rise to a new movement for individual civil liberties, not necessarily land justice. With time, focus shifted to Ngugi’s person and the rights of the political detainees, rather than the Kamiriithu group. Ngugi’s and his supporters’ focus on individual and cultural expression rights negatively affected the leader – follower relations in Kamiriithu. The exchange of influence between the leaders and the led that was the strength of Kamiriithu was obstructed by the focus on individual rights. When the Ngugis and Gecae, as prominent leaders of the movement were exiled, the back of Kamiriithu was broken.

The leadership process in the Kamiriithu case, judged on its ability to attain land justice for peasants and indigenous peoples was not effective. The individuals who had emerged as leaders lost their influence in the absence of regular interactions with followers. Ngugi’s later personal commitment to individual rights and democracy did not translate into the followership around land justice that his engagement in Kamiriithu theatre had attracted. Without active followership and a mutual purpose emerging out of the interaction between leaders and followers, there is no leadership process.

---

**Table 2: Major Dates and Events in the KCECC case**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1895</td>
<td>Territory known as Kenya declared the East Africa protectorate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1920</td>
<td>Kenya categorised as colony by UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2, 1952</td>
<td>Kenya Land and Freedom Army (Mau Mau) launches rebellion against colonialism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1955</td>
<td>Kamiriithu village established as an emergency settlement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1963</td>
<td>Kenya gains independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1975</td>
<td>Kamiriithu population estimated at 10,000 people</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1976</td>
<td>Ngugi publishes <em>The Trial of Dedan Kimathi</em> (written with Micere Mugo)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Woman invites Ngugi wa Thiong’o to teach adult literacy to youths</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ngugi joins Kamiriithu Youth Centre management committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Theatre programme added to Kamiriithu Youth Centre and Ngugi asked to chair the cultural committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1976</td>
<td>Kamiriithu Youth Centre renamed as Kamiriithu Community Education and Cultural Centre, Ngugi wa Mirii asked to chair literacy committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April, 1977</td>
<td>Ngugi wa Thiong’o and Wa Mirii assigned to write play outline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June, 1977</td>
<td>First draft of play outline presented</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 1977</td>
<td>KCECC members build open air theatre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 2, 1977</td>
<td>Ngaahika Ndeenda play opens to the public</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 16, 1977</td>
<td>Kamiriithu theatre outlawed by withdrawal of licence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 31, 1977</td>
<td>Ngugi wa Thiong’o detained at Kamiti Maximum Prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December 1978</td>
<td>Ngugi wa Thiong’o released from prison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 1981</td>
<td>KCECC group tries to reconvene to produce <em>Mother, Sing for Me</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 7, 14, 15, 1981</td>
<td>Auditions for <em>Mother, Sing for Me</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 15, 1982</td>
<td>KCECC members physically barred from accessing theatre to rehearse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 19, 1982</td>
<td>Scheduled date for the performance of <em>Mother, Sing for Me</em> at National Theatre (Police obstructs the rehearsals)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 25, 1982</td>
<td>Shifting play rehearsals to the University of Nairobi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 11, 1982</td>
<td>University of Nairobi ordered to stop hosting <em>Mother, Sing for Me</em> rehearsals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 12, 1982</td>
<td>KCECC declared illegal and theatre activities banned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1982</td>
<td>Kamiriithu theatre razed to the ground by 3 truckloads of police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 1984</td>
<td>Ngugi, Wa Miiri and Gecau go into exile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>President Moi visits Kamiriithu. Announces polytechnic on former KCECC space</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Ken Saro Wiwa and the Ogoni land rights struggle**

Prospecting for oil in Nigeria started as early as 1908, led by a German company, the Nigerian Bitumen Corporation, although viable quantities of the resource were not discovered until 1956.\(^84\) The Ogoni in colonial times were administered as part of Opobo (1908 – 1947), Rivers Province (1947 – 1951) and the Eastern

\(^{84}\) Alao (2007), p. 161
Nigeria region.\textsuperscript{85} In 1958, oil deposits were discovered in Ogoniland.\textsuperscript{86} Located in the Niger Delta region, the Ogoni are one of many minority ethnic groups in Nigeria, who own the biggest share of the country's oil deposits. The numerous ethnic minority oil producing communities, including Ogonis, Obgas, Andonis, Egbemas, Ikwemes, Engennes, Ekpeyes, Obolos, Urhobos, Isokos, Itskeris among others are scattered all over eight states, namely Rivers, Delta, Edo, Bayelsa, Akwa Ibom, Cross Rivers, Abia and Ondo states.\textsuperscript{87} Overall, the Niger Delta occupies 70,000 square kilometres of land with twenty different ethnic groups.\textsuperscript{88} The Ogoni are 500,000 strong, and are separated among three sub-ethnic groups, namely Khana, Gokana and Eleme.\textsuperscript{89} The Movement for the Survival of the Ogoni People (MOSOP) however recognises six Ogoni kingdoms.\textsuperscript{90}

Oil extraction in the Ogoni area was dominated by the Nigerian National Petroleum Co. (NNPC), in partnership with multinational oil companies, like Shell and Chevron.\textsuperscript{91} Since the 1970s, there have been complaints against Shell for oil spillages and other environmentally disastrous activities in Ogoniland. In 1971, Ogoni landlords pushed for reparations from Shell after a blow-out on Shell’s Bomu Oilwell.\textsuperscript{92} Before the discovery and exploitation of the resource, the Niger Delta region generally was known for its food production.\textsuperscript{93} By 1990, oil was being mined by Shell at seven oil fields in Ogoniland namely: Bomu, Bodo West, Tai, Korokoro, Yorla, Lubara Creek and Afam.\textsuperscript{94}

Oil revenue sharing between the federal and regional governments had reduced to 1.5\% proceeds going to state governments in 1990.\textsuperscript{95} By 1990, Ogoniland had lost its reputation and ability to produce food for itself.\textsuperscript{96} Nigeria on the other hand, in 2004 was Africa's largest oil producer and the seventh in the world. The resource in 2004 accounted for 90\% of the country’s foreign exchange earnings and 80\% of federal government revenue.\textsuperscript{97} Although some research on the Ogoni concentrates on revenue sharing and environmental effects of oil extraction, land is at the centre of the conflict between the Ogoni and the Nigerian state and oil
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companies on the other hand.\textsuperscript{98} The laying of pipes without consultation of the local people for example, is primarily a land use dispute.\textsuperscript{99} The Ogoni are aggrieved that they own the land and so have a right to be consulted and compensated before the laying of oil pipes. Oil spills also render the land incapable of supporting farming.\textsuperscript{100}

MOSOP was formed as a vehicle through which to demand the cleaning up of the Ogoni environment, bargain for compensation for land degradation and fairer rents for land use by oil companies.\textsuperscript{101} The word `land' appears four times in the original text of the Ogoni Bill of Rights.\textsuperscript{102} Article 15 of the bill specifically laments: 'that the search for oil has caused severe land and food shortages in Ogoni, one of the most densely populated areas of Africa.'\textsuperscript{103} In several of Saro Wiwa's speeches, he made reference to land. In a keynote address to the Kagote club on December 26, 1990, he complained: 'Land is in very short supply in Ogoni and what is available to us is no longer enough to feed our teeming population.'\textsuperscript{104} In a speech to the Working Group on Indigenous Populations, Saro Wiwa argued that: 'Incidental to and indeed compounding the ecological devastation is the political marginalisation and complete oppression of the Ogoni and especially the denial of their rights, including land rights.'\textsuperscript{105} The struggle for self-determination is primarily a struggle for control over land.

Alao argues that oil-related conflicts, involving indigenous minority peoples are over matters of land ownership and use.\textsuperscript{106} The local populations argue that despite hosting oil sites and suffering adverse effects for it, their locales do not have infrastructures and are the most under-developed parts of the country.\textsuperscript{107} Saro Wiwa has labelled this problem as black on black colonialism.\textsuperscript{108} Ethnic majorities that control natural resources do not originate from areas where the natural resources are located.\textsuperscript{109} In Nigeria’s case, the oil refineries are located in
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the northern part of the country that has produced a big percentage of Nigerian national leaders yet they have no oil extraction activities there.

MOSOP pushed for political autonomy of the Ogoni as an indigenous minority group with their own political unit, as a state, to have control over the economic benefits of the resources on their land.\textsuperscript{110} By 1990, when MOSOP was formed, several secession attempts had been made in the Delta. In 1966, Isaac Boro led a group seeking to secede from Nigeria.\textsuperscript{111} MOSOP’s position in the 1990s was against secession, Saro Wiwa having fought against Biafra in the 1967 – 1970 secessionist war.\textsuperscript{112} MOSOP’s demands were:

(a) the right to self-determination as a distinct people in the Nigerian Federation  
(b) adequate representation as of right in all Nigerian national institutions  
(c) the right to use a fair proportion of the economic resources of their land for their development  
(d) the right to control their environment.\textsuperscript{113}

These demands formed the core of the crisis that pitted the Ogoni people on one hand and the Government of Nigeria, with multinational companies on the other.

\textit{The Writer as Leader}

Although Saro Wiwa’s writing about the Ogoni situation went as far back as April 1968, when he issued a pamphlet titled \textit{The Ogoni Nationality Today and Tomorrow}, 1990 is the turning point in his thinking about the struggle.\textsuperscript{114} MOSOP was formed in 1990 and between 1990 and when he was hanged, Saro Wiwa published more than four titles.\textsuperscript{115} MOSOP’s original objective was to attract the attention of government and Shell to the Ogoni grievances.\textsuperscript{116} After receiving no response to their demands presented in October 1990 in the Ogoni Bill of Rights, MOSOP devised other strategies to achieve their goals. Saro Wiwa combined his writing skills with a set of strategies that framed the Ogoni struggle as a human rights one, combining a minority indigenous people’s struggle with that for
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environmental justice.\textsuperscript{117} He invested in the study of non-violent mobilisation, reading about Mahatma Ghandi’s Satyagraha and about Martin Luther King’s nonviolent civil rights movement strategies.\textsuperscript{118}

Although widely acknowledged as the leader of MOSOP, Saro Wiwa was not always the organisation’s president. He remained engaged in creative and non-creative writing, even at the heat of the struggle, publishing \textit{The Singing Anthill}, a collection of Ogoni folktales in 1991.\textsuperscript{119} His leadership was more emergent than assigned. His power was more personal (referent and expert) than position-based (legitimate). He wrote:

'I had made up my mind that I would not head the organisation; I thought that I would best serve it and the Ogoni people by writing and propagating its ideology as well as doing the press work.'\textsuperscript{120}

Saro Wiwa was, at the start of MOSOP elected as publicity secretary of the steering committee. His leadership was therefore also assigned to some extent and his power legitimate.

Saro Wiwa’s work outside Nigeria, to popularise the Ogoni cause, before international media and organisations is an example of blurred lines between assigned and emergent leadership.\textsuperscript{121} Intellectually, he led MOSOP’s human rights and environmental justice campaign and was the more recognisable face of the struggle. He spearheaded the addition of an addendum to the Ogoni Bill of Rights in August 1991, on celebrating its first anniversary, to include an appeal to the international community.\textsuperscript{122} He labelled the disaster facing the Ogoni as genocide in a speech to the United Nations Working Group on Indigenous peoples in 1992.\textsuperscript{123} He highlighted the culpability of multinational companies in the degradation of the environment and abuse of indigenous people’s rights, which attracted some international organisations to the Ogoni side.\textsuperscript{124} Such international networks and organisations included the World Council of Churches, Greenpeace, Survival International, the Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organisation (UNPO), The Body Shop, Abroad and Friends of the Earth,
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among others.\textsuperscript{125} Technically, this work went beyond the narrow duties of a publicity secretary.

The turn to international human rights and environmental justice activism was an effective strategy to achieve the mutual purpose of the leadership and followership of the Ogoni people.\textsuperscript{126} The more visible the Ogoni plight became internationally, the more pressure was put on the Nigerian state and the oil companies to respond to the Ogoni demands. Reflecting on previous strategies, Saro Wiwa wrote:

'What I had neglected to do was to organise the people to protect their environment. The Ogoni Bill of Rights which I had written and presented to the chiefs and leaders for adoption in August 1990 before I left for the United States was strong on environmental protection,'\textsuperscript{127}

The Ogoni had always been disgruntled by their treatment by the Nigerian state and oil companies, but until they mobilised around environmental justice, their case had not come to international notice.\textsuperscript{128} Saro Wiwa's own involvement in directly organising and mobilising the Ogoni beyond writing did not start with MOSOP. In 1971, he had tried to set up the Ogoni Development Association (ODA) which collapsed as soon as it was formed.\textsuperscript{129} His assertion of influence at that point in time was rejected by followers. He unsuccessfully contested for electoral office in 1973 and 1977, once again reinforcing the rejection of his influence by the Ogoni people.\textsuperscript{130}

The lessons of his previous failure came in handy in 1990. He started mobilising the Ogoni by organising seminars under the Ogoni Central Union, which he presided over.\textsuperscript{131} These seminars provided him with the opportunity to connect with followers. He followed up the seminars with consultations with Kagote, a group of the Ogoni elite and the Ogoni Klub, its equivalent for young professionals. He had become more strategic in winning the trust of the elite who had been influential in his political failures of the 1970s. These overtures were assertions of influence.
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In a meeting held at Bori, on August 26, 1990, the bill that Saro Wiwa had written alone, was approved by the union.\textsuperscript{132} It was agreed that each Ogoni kingdom would be represented by six signatories, to ensure collective ownership of the document.\textsuperscript{133} The Babbe, Eleme, Gokana Ken-Khana, Nyo-Khana and Tai were all represented, but Eleme kingdom were unable to sign because of a change in leadership at the kingdom level. Saro Wiwa’s assertion of influence had been accepted by followers at this point. He had emerged as a leader, with acceptance and trust from the followership, with a common goal, enshrined in the bill of rights. To further ensure mutuality of purpose between leader and followers, each signatory contributed to the cost of publishing the bill of rights.

Besides mobilising the Ogoni, Saro Wiwa and MOSOP widened their networks locally and regionally to include other groups suffering the same fate. Saro Wiwa was influential in the formation of the Ethnic Minority Rights Organisation of Africa (EMIROAF).\textsuperscript{134} He represented both MOSOP and EMIROAF at the Unrepresented Nations and Peoples Organisation (UNPO) in Geneva, among other international networks.\textsuperscript{135} The UNPO connection equipped Saro Wiwa with skills to navigate the UN bureaucracy and make the Ogoni issue visible internationally. EMIROAF also widened his followership to include other indigenous minority peoples suffering the same problems.\textsuperscript{136} There was a clarity of purpose in the Ogoni struggle. Saro Wiwa wrote:

‘I sorted out at the back of my mind the two facets of the case: the complete devastation of the environment by the oil companies prospecting for and mining oil in Ogoni, notably Shell and Chevron: the political marginalisation and economic strangulation of the Ogoni, which was the responsibility of succeeding administrations in the country.’\textsuperscript{137}

This clarity of purpose was important in determining the success of the MOSOP campaign. It made it easy for allies to put pressure on particular institutions to the benefit of the Ogoni.

Saro Wiwa’s writing was instrumental in his leadership. On his trips overseas, he carried with him his books, which were about the Ogoni struggle. In one of such trips to the Working Group on Indigenous Populations, he deposited copies of the Ogoni Bill of Rights and his book, \textit{Genocide in Nigeria: The Ogoni Tragedy}, to
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the working group's secretariat.\textsuperscript{138} His skills-set was crucial for the campaigning nature of the task at hand.

The climax for the Ogoni struggle came in December 1992 when Shell was given an ultimatum to leave Ogoniland.\textsuperscript{139} A demand notice for reparations and compensation was sent on December 3, 1992 which was ignored.\textsuperscript{140} MOSOP mobilised for a mammoth rally scheduled for 4\textsuperscript{th} January 1993, to celebrate the United Nations Year of the World’s indigenous Populations.\textsuperscript{141} The protest, attended by more than 300,000 Ogoni people was peaceful.\textsuperscript{142} The leader and the followers were in tune. Saro Wiwa was at the peak of his referent power. Hundreds of Ogoni children all wanted to have a glance on him, revealing the admiration with which he was treated.\textsuperscript{143} Through the mass education and mobilisation campaigns that followed the protest, Saro Wiwa’s influence reached the entire Ogoni population. On December 27, 1992, Saro Wiwa was honoured by the Kagote Club with the first Ogoni National Merit Award.\textsuperscript{144} Even when he was in prison, facing charges that would end up with his hanging, Saro Wiwa was elected as president of MOSOP. Of the many reasons that pushed Shell to cease operations in Ogoniland in 1993, was Saro Wiwa’s and MOSOP’s clear headed leadership of the Ogoni people.\textsuperscript{145}

\textit{Table 3: Power and Influence Analysis: MOSOP Case}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Activity / Power Base</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Referent</th>
<th>Expert</th>
<th>Legitimate</th>
<th>Reward</th>
<th>Coercive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saro Wiwa contests to represent Ogoniland</td>
<td>1970s</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saro Wiwa drafts Ogoni Bills of Rights</td>
<td>1990</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saro Wiwa elected publicity secretary of MOSOP</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saro Wiwa mobilises and addresses rally on Ogoni day</td>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: Y – Present X – Absent
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4.2. Clampdown on the Ogoni

The Nigerian state response to the popular protests and mobilisation campaign was repressive. MOSOP activists were arbitrarily detained in the period following January 1993. Saro Wiwa was arrested in April and June 1993, on false charges. In addition, on April 28, 1993, Willbros, a Shell contractor destroyed crops in Ogoni villages. This led to more protests by the Ogoni and shooting by security forces, injuring eleven people in the process.\textsuperscript{146} The violence against the Ogoni continued, engineered through clashes with other ethnic groups. In 1993, the Ogoni clashed with the Okrika resulting in the loss of property. In the same year, the Andoni attacked the Ogoni and killed 438 among them, forcing others to migrate.\textsuperscript{147} This systematic violent crackdown on the Ogoni continued in 1994. By the end of 1995, there had been 2000 Ogoni deaths from state engineered violence.\textsuperscript{148}

On May 21, 1994, an intra-Ogoni riot led to the death of four Ogoni elders.\textsuperscript{149} A day after their death, Saro Wiwa was arrested. He was convicted, sentenced and executed, alongside eight others.\textsuperscript{150} His detention, conviction, sentencing and hanging led to more focus on the Ogoni cause. The international environmental and human rights community coalesced around the case to call for justice for the Ogoni.\textsuperscript{151} Allies that supported the Ogoni people on the international level included International PEN, The Ogoni Foundation, Amnesty International and Greenpeace among others.\textsuperscript{152}

Other outcomes of the leadership process involving Saro Wiwa, besides repression and violence have been court settlements in favour of ethnic minority groups. In 2000, a Nigerian court ordered Shell to pay $40 million to a local community for environmental degradation.\textsuperscript{153} The Saro Wiwa family and MOSOP sued Shell in the United States and other countries and have been successful in their legal claims.\textsuperscript{154} There has been progress as regards the cleaning up of Ogoniland. A UN Environmental Program (UNEP) report quantified the damage that has been done to the land and what it would take to clean it up.\textsuperscript{155}
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Nigerian Federal Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA) also admitted that there is an adverse impact on the environment caused by Shell and Chevron’s oil extraction activities.\footnote{Alao (2007), p. 177}

Alao’s description of the Ogoni leadership as enlightened is accurate. In as far as the struggle over land is concerned, the Ogoni people were successful to an extent. They paralysed Shell activities in their area to the point of the company ceasing extraction activities.\footnote{Obi (1999), p. 41, Nixon (1996),} The relative success of the Ogoni struggle came as a result of a combination of factors. Besides Ken Saro Wiwa’s literary abilities and achievements, he diversified his skills and strategies to include mainstream human rights advocacy and activism. He framed the Ogoni struggle in a collective narrative as a struggle of the Ogoni people, rather than his own personal struggle. He engaged the Ogoni as much and this continuous exchange of influence between the leader and the followers ensured continued mutuality of purpose and action. This can be seen from his death. Because of the process-based approach to leadership, the physical elimination of the leader proved more dangerous to the Nigerian state and its accomplices, Shell and Chevron.\footnote{Obi (1999), p. 41} The new situation that emerged after the death of Ken Saro Wiwa was of increased violence and repression from the state.\footnote{Amnesty International (2005)}

\textit{Table 4: Major Dates and Events in the MOSOP case}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1908 - 1947</td>
<td>Ogoni administered as part of Opobo by British colonial government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1908</td>
<td>Oil prospecting in Ogoni land by German company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1947</td>
<td>Ogoni placed under Rivers Province under the Ogoni Native Authority ordinance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1951</td>
<td>Ogoni placed under Eastern Nigeria regional administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1958</td>
<td>Oil found in Ogoni land</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1960</td>
<td>Nigeria gains independence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967</td>
<td>Ogoni put under Rivers state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1967 – 1970</td>
<td>Biafra war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 1968</td>
<td>Ken Saro Wiwa publishes pamphlet: The Ogoni Nationality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1970</td>
<td>Ogoni chiefs complain about Shell’s oil spillages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August 26, 1990</td>
<td>Ogoni Bill of Rights approved and signed by Ogoni Central Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 1990</td>
<td>Ogoni Bill of Rights sent to Government and published</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Creative Writers, Influence and Leadership

The article has established that creative writing ability and achievement are related to leadership. There are however other variables that affect the effectiveness of a leadership process, beyond the talent and skill of the creative writer. Creative writers’ referent power plays a role in their emergence as leaders, but how this influence turns into strategy is important for the effectiveness of the leadership process. The expert power that creative writers have is important for their emergence as leaders, and sometimes also leads to assigned leadership within groups. The ability of leaders to adjust methods according to the change in situations is the determining factor for the effectiveness or failure of a leadership process. Both Saro Wiwa and Ngugi emerge as leaders partly because of their writing ability and achievement. Although Saro Wiwa did not yet have referent power at the point of emergence (compared to Ngugi), his skills as a writer (expert power) played a role in his assertion of influence among the Ogoni.

However, literary talent, skill and achievement alone is not enough as a strategy for attaining set goals and objectives of a struggle for land rights. Saro Wiwa diversified his arsenal of strategies to include mass mobilisation, human rights campaigning and advocacy which yielded fruits for the Ogoni, while Ngugi continued to focus on theatre production, which, blocked by the state with the banning of *Mother, Sing for me*, scattered the movement he had been part of, with the intellectual leaders pushed into exile. This reinforces the thinking that...
leadership is dynamic. Leaders must adjust their strategies with change of circumstances or they lose followership.

It is important for a leadership process to have a clarity of purpose. Under Saro Wiwa’s leadership, MOSOP had clear objectives and demands that they addressed to specific identifiable entities. The Kamiriithu community’s activism on the other hand was general and vague. It was easier for allies to find where they fitted in the Ogoni struggle, and clear positions from which to advocate than for Kamiriithu, as regards land. When Ngugi was arrested, calling for his release, became a clearer purpose for his networks to weigh in. This is one suggestion for the relative ineffectiveness of KCECC’s land struggle leadership process.

Both case studies illustrate the primacy of emergent leadership. Although Saro Wiwa was not the president of MOSOP for a number of years, he was considered its figurehead because of his influence in the group. Similarly, Ngugi was not the chairman of KCECC, yet he has been the renowned face of the community’s efforts. Assigned leadership is however not entirely irrelevant as both Saro Wiwa and Ngugi at various points held positions from which they exercised influence. The legitimate power deriving from positions however complemented the expert and referent power the two had in their respective communities.

In both cases, the governments of the day responded to the struggles by the indigenous communities for land rights with repression and violence. The Kamiriithu open air theatre was physically destroyed by the state security services, while a reign of terror was launched against the Ogoni people by the Nigerian security services. Both leaders, Ngugi and Saro Wiwa were arrested and detained for their work in their communities. While Saro Wiwa ended up being convicted, sentenced and executed in a discredited trial, Ngugi fled to exile.

Whereas the human rights language and activism, especially on the international level benefitted the Ogoni cause, it did the opposite for the Kamiriithu cause. The human rights campaigning strategy for MOSOP benefited the collective of the Ogoni as indigenous minority peoples. In the Kamiriithu case, the human rights approach focussed on Ngugi wa Thiong’o as an individual. Once he was released from detention, this attention fizzled out. At one level, these are two different contexts. At another level, the different results from applying the same approach reveal the dangers of the leadership as person perspective as compared to leadership as process. The Ngugi case for human rights focussed on the person, while the Ogoni human rights case included both followers and leaders.

To varying degrees, the Ogoni leadership process was more effective than the Kamiriithu leadership process. In Ogoni, MOSOP managed to paralyse Shell’s operations and to date steps have been taken, including quantifying the damage
on the land and mapping the cleaning exercise needed. Reparations have been paid to some extent through court settlements to the Ogoni people for the violation of their rights. The same can’t be said of the Kamiriithu community. The land tenure system in Kenya generally and in Kamiriithu specifically remains capitalist with peasants and workers deprived of land, in favour of the inheritance post-independence elite and multinational businesses.
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